
TSani Cid conc W1d

Washroom cleaner for hard water

Description

A citric acid based daily washroom cleaner for all acid resistant surfaces in hard water areas.

Key propert ies

mildly acidic and hinders limescale build up

contains a fresh long lasting fragrance

Unique, patented Odour Neutralizing Technology (O.N.T.)

Part of the unique EXACT dosing and packaging concept

Benefits

Effective cleaning and descaling properties in hard water areas

Suitable for use on intact chrome and stainless steel fixtures

Dosing head for accurate dosage and cost control

Leaves a pleasant, fresh fragrance

Use instructions

Spray cleaning:

1. Dose the product into the full spray bottle with foam trigger.

2. Spray onto a cloth and wipe.

3. Use a sponge to remove stubborn soil.

4. Rinse or replace the cloth regularly.

Bucket cleaning:

1. Dose the product into a bucket full of water.

2. Apply solution with cloth/sponge or mop and wipe.

3. Use a sponge to remove stubborn soil.

Dosage*

TASKI Sani Cid conc needs to be diluted.

Minimum dosage: 2 caps for a 10 L solution (0.2%).

Dosage spray: 1 cap into foam trigger spray bottle filled with 500 ml water (2.0%).

Increase dosage for heavy scale/soiling.

Proper dosage and temperature save costs and minimize environmental impacts.

*This dosage is according to optimal conditions, recommendations may vary, please consult with your Diversey

representative for directions.
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TSani Cid conc W1d

Technical data

Appearance: Clear, red liquid

pH value (neat): < 2

pH value (in use): ~ 3

Relative density (g/cm³; 20°C): ≈ 1.10

The above data is typical of normal production and should not be taken as a specification.

Safe handling and storage information

Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a separate Safety Data Sheet; sds.diversey.com. Store in original closed containers away from extremes 

of temperature. Only for professional users / specialists.

Product compatibility

Do not use on acid-sensitive surfaces, e.g. marble. Test material compatibility in a small, inconspicuous place before use.

Environmental information

The surfactants used in this product are biodegradable in compliance with the requirement of EC Directives 73/404/EEC and 73/405/EEC and their subsequent amendments.

Available pack sizes

TASKI Sani Cid conc is available in 6x1L dosing bottle, 6x1L refill bottle and 1x5L cubitainer.
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